Maintain a good overview of your lifting equipment at all times

A clear overview of all your lifting equipment? It’s not always easy in practice...This is why Mennens has developed a simple, digital solution: Mennens Certif.

How does it work?

Mennens Certif is an online application that helps you to quickly search for your certificates in our database. For example, you can find the required inspection or test date for your lifting equipment at any time and wherever you are. Very useful because you no longer need to keep your original certificates. In addition, you can see at a glance when the next test/inspection is due.

How does the system keep up-to-date?

This is looked after by the Mennens branch that inspects, tests, and certifies your lifting equipment. After each (new) delivery, inspection, or test, we automatically update the system. In fact, you can see every change straight away on our website. Of course, you will need to let us know if you sell or scrap any lifting equipment so that we can amend the Mennens Certif system immediately.

Access

As a customer, you will receive a username and password. This gives you access to the very useful information system.

Any lifting equipment that is not supplied or inspected by Mennens can also be entered. In this way, we have a complete and up-to-date picture of all your certified lifting equipment. Interested in the useful Mennens Certif system? Contact your contact person or nearest Mennens branch.

Log in to the Mennens Certif system? Click here.
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